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FOUNDATIONS:
BACKGROUND TO

AMERICAN HISTORY

History 1(A) Anal,yze and evaluate the text, intent, meaning, and importance
of the Dec[aration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution, including i
the Bitt of Rights, and identifo the futt text of the first three paragraphs of
the Declaration of Independence.

o HistorV 1(B) Anatyze and evatuate the application ofthese founding
principles to hjstorical events in U.S. history.r HistorV 1(C) Exptain the contributions ofthe Founding Fathers such as Benjamin
Rush, John Hancock, John Jay, John Witherspoon, John Peter Muhlenberg, Charles
Carrott. and Jonathan Trumbull Sr.

o HistorV 9(A) Trace the historical development of the civil rights movement in the 19th,
20th, and 2Lst centuries, inctuding the 13th, 'J.4th, 1.5th, and 19th amendments.

. Geography tA(C) Understand the effects of governmental actions on individuals, industries,
and communities, inctuding the impact on Fifth Amendment property rights.. Government 21(B) Discuss historical reasons why the constitution has been amended.

o Citizenship 22(A) Discuss Alexis de Tocquevi[[e's five values crucial to America's success as a
constitutjonat republic: liberty, egatitarianism, individualism, popu[ism, and lajssez-faire.

o Citizenship 23(C) Explain how participation in the democratic process reflects our national ethos,
patriotism, and civic responsibility as we[[ as our progress to buiLd a "more perfect unjon."

o Cutture 26(E) Discuss the meaning and historical significance of the mottos "E Pluribus
Unum" and "In God We Trust."

In this chapter, you will learn some essential background to United States history since
1877 . This background includes a review of three documents that have greatly influenced
the development of our nation - the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution,
and the Bill of Rights. You will also leam about some key individuals who participated in
the American Revolution, and about the values Americans forged in these years. Finally,
you will see how participation in the democratic process continues to shape our cultural
beliefs, patriotism and civic responsibility as we try to achieve a "more perfect union."
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I 0eclaration of lndeperrdence t Charles Carroll r Llberty
r U.S. Constifuiion r John Witherspoon I Egalitarianisu
I Eill of Rights r John Jay r hrdividualism
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r John ?eter Muhlenberg r Fifth Anendnent I Laissez'faire
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A. Americans won their independence during the American Revolution. Jonathan
Trumbull was the only colonial governor to side with the colonists. John Peter
Muhlenberg was a Protestant minister who recruited soldiers and rose to the
rank of general.

B. The Declaration of Independence stated the colonists' decision to separate
from Britain. The Declaration listed colonial grievances against Britain and pro-
vided a theory of government: government's pulpose is to protect individuals'
unalienable rights to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." When a gov-
ernment oppresses citizens'rights, they have a right to overthrow it.

C. Signers of the Declaration included John Hancock, Benjamin Rush, Charles
Carroll, and John Witherspoon.

D. The first national government established by the new United States was a weak
association. Americans created a stronger federal goverlment when they rati-
fled the U.S. Constitution. The Constitution created a national executive, a

two-house legislature known as Congress, and a national judiciary. John Jay
was the nation's first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. To ensure the national
government would not challenge citizens' rights, the Constitution rested on
certain key principles - limited government, the separation of power,
federalism, checks and balances, and popular sovereignty.

E. The Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution in the form of the first ten
amendments to further protect individual rights from govemment abuse.

F. The First Amendment protects freedom of religion, speech, press, assembly
and the right of citizens to petition their government.

The Second Amendment protects the right of citizens to bear arms.

The Third Amendment says govefirment cannot "quarter" soldiers in private
homes without their consent.

The Fourth Amendment protects people from "unreasonable searches."

The Fifth Amendment protects individuals from double jeopardy, and from
being forced to incriminate themselves, and further guarantees citizens 'Just
compensation" for property taken by government's right of eminent domain.

The Sixth Amendment guarantees those accused of a crime a fair and public
trial by a jury and the assistance of a lawyer.

L. The Seventh Amendment guarantees jury trials in some civil cases.

M. The Eighth Amendment prevents judges from setting bail that is too high, or
from inflicting "cruel and unusual" punishments.

N. The Ninth Amendment lists certain rights and does not deny other rights.

O. The Tenth Amendment reserves powers not granted to the federal government
to the state governments and the people.

P. Alexis de Tocqueville observed five American values: liberty, egalitarianism,
individualism, populism, and /aiss ez-faire.

I.
J.

K.
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One of the most important formative events in American history was the American
Revolution.

After the French and Indian War (1754-I763), the British government was left with a

large debt. To help repay this debt, the British government imposed a series of new taxes
on the colonists, including the Stamp Act, Townshend duties, and the tea duty. Parliament
acted without consulting the colonists, and many colonists saw this'otaxation without rep-
resentation" as a violation of their rights as "freeborn" Englishmen.

In 1773, a group of protesters, disguised as Indians, threw tea off British ships in Bos-
ton Harbor. The British government closed the harbor and banned public meetings until the
tea was paid for. When British soldiers and colonists fired on one another at Lexington and
Concord in I775, they started the American Revolution. Other colonies quickly entered
the war in support of Massachusetts. The Second Continental Congress appointed a

Virginian, George Washington, to command the new Continental Army.

From Boston, British General Thomas Gage requested the
assistance of Connecticut in support of the King. Governor
Jonathan Trumbull, Sr., however, refused to help, informing
General Gage that he would act instead in support of the colo-
nial patriots. A close friend of Washington, Trumbull was the
only colonial governor to side with the colonists. He developed
a reputation as one who spoke in favor of colonial rights and
against English abuses. During the Revolutionary War, he sup-
plied Washington's army with food, clothing, and munitions.
Trumbull was also the only colonial governor to remain in
office throughout the war, becoming Connecticut's last colo-
nial governor and first state governor.

J onathan Truntbull, Sr.
(1710-1785)

l QuesrloNs

0* What do the Declaration of Indep.hd.n... U.S. Constitution, and the BiLl" of
Rights say?

&* What has been the importance of these three documents to American history?

B* What qual.ities Led to America's exceptional success as a democratic republ.ic?

How did the characteristics of American culture found by John de Crevecoeur
compare to those later identified by Alexis de Tocquevi[Le?
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Strong support for independence came from several colonial
religious leaders. In colonial times, these religious leaders held
great influence. Many colonists attended church on Sundays, where
ministers made their views known in weekly serrnons. John Peter
Muhlenberg was born in Pennsylvania, studied in Germany and
America, and became a Protestant minister.

At one of his selrnons, Muhlenberg pulled off his clerical robe to
reveal a uniform underneath. Then he enlisted more than a hundred
men into the Continental Army. Rev. Muhlenberg became part of
a group known as the "Black Regiment" - 

plnisters who wore
black clerical robes while preaching and who worked to recruit large
numbers of volunteers for the Revolutionary cause. During the war, Muhlenberg rose to the
rank of general under Washington. Later, he served as a U.S. Senator and Congressman.

Representatives at the Second Continental
Congress began discussing the issue of
American independence early in 1776.
After much debate, the delegates decided
to go ahead and declare their independence
from Britain. A "Committee of Five" was
charged with the task of writing a draft for
the Declaration of Independence. The
members of the Committee decided that
Thomas .Iefferson should write most of the
document.

.Iohn Peter Muhlenberg
(1746-r807)

The Declaration was read
throughout the colonies.

colonists'rights in favor of

The final Declaration of Independence, issued on July 4,
1776, explained the reasons why the colonists sought inde-
pendence from Great Britain. The Declaration not only freed
the colonists from Britain, but also put forward a theory of
govemment. Many of its ideas were borrowed from John
Locke. The Declaration explained that the purpose of gov-
emment should be to protect citizens' unalienable rights.
These were rights that cannot be taken away, such as the
rights to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

The Declaration further argued that ordinary citizens had
the right to overthrow an oppressive government that failed
to protect these unalienable rights. The Declaration of Inde-
pendence then went on to list the grievances of the colo-
nists against King George III. Most of these grievances were
based on the belief that the British Crown was threatening the
tyrannical rule.

Memhers of Congress sign the Declaration,
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: ACflNe ASANAMATEUR,HISf0RI[]rl *ry
irn"mostimportarrtpartoftheDeclarationofIndependenceispre--ffi!sented::'T:.|-^l1^-/-^.-'-^-^fl^.-'.^^--'.,^_
| "When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary ffi
i for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con- *w
o nected them with another and to assume among the powers of the earth,
i the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Natot" and of Nature's God

! entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

! declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

! We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
! are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these

I are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. - That to secure these rights,
o Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
3 consent of the governed, - That whenever any Form of Government becomes
3 destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it,
! and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and

: organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
. their Safety and Happiness.

: prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not

: b" changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath
i shewn that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable than
! to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But
! when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object
! evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is
I their duty, to ihrow off such Government, and to prbvide new Guards for their
3 future security. - Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and

! such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems

! of Government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of
. repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment
! of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to
Z a candid world."

i * n.i"ny summarize whateach paragraph says in your own words.

I * What justification do these paragraphs give for the American Revolution?

aaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaa

The Second Continental Congress consisted of more than 50 delegates representing all thirteen
colonies (atthough Georgia sent representatives later). At the begiruring of July, they accepted

the June resolution of Richard Henry Lee to end all connection between themselves and Great
Britain. Fifty-six delegates then met agunto sign the Declaration.
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They signed by state from North to South, starting with New
Hampshire.They acted courageously since the British viewed the
Declaration as an act of treason, punishable by hanging. Who were
some of these signers of the Declaration?

John Hancock. The mostrecognizable signature onthe Dec-
laration of Independence was that of John Hancock, a prosper-
ous merchant from Boston and the President of the Continental
Congress. Hancock made his signature so large so that King
George III could read it without his glasses. When the first ver-
sion of the Declaration was printed and sent to each colony, it
carried only John Hancock's signature, since the official docu-
ment had not yet been drawn up for others to sign. Hancock's name
quickly became second only to that of George Washington as a sym-
bol of freedom in the colonies.

Benjamin Rush. Another signer of the Declaration, Rush was
a physician, educator, and humanitarian. Dr. Rush is sometimes
known as the o'Father of American Medicine." He was a pioneer in
the fields of physiology and psychiatry. Rush is also known for his
proposal to establish a national public university to train public ser-
vants. He favored the education of women, and helped to establish
and finance the oldest African-American church in the country (the
African Methodist Episcopal Church) in Philadelphia. His son later
became U.S. Ambassador to England.

Charles Carro[l of Carrollton. One of the wealthiest men in the
colonies, Carroll helped finance the Revolution with his own money.
Carroll was one of the first to rccognize the necessity for indepen-
dence from Britain and strongly argued for armed resistance to Brit-
ain. From Maryland, Carroll was a Catholic. At that time, Catholics
made up less than two percent of the colonial population and lacked
political rights. Carroll helped in the struggle for the acceptance of
the Roman Catholic religion in America.

John Witherspoon. A Scottish immigrant, Witherspoon became
a leading member of the Continental Congress and tookpart in more
than a hundred of its committees. Shortly after signing the Declara-
tion of Independence, he responded to a person who argued that the
colonies were not ready for independence. Witherspoon commented
that it o'was not only ripe for independence, but in danger of rotting
for the want of it." He was a Presbyterian clergyman, and he became
President of the College of New Jersey, later known as Princeton
University. Under his leadership, the college rose to become a lead-

ing institution of learning in America.

Dr. Benjamin Ruslt
(1745-1813)

John Hancock
( 1737-1793)

Charles Carroll
( 1737-r832)

Dr. JohnWitherspoon
(1723 -1794)
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*

*

Create a poster featuring some of th9 signers of.the Declaration of Independence

you learned about in ihfi chapter. Highl"ight their contributions to independence'

Using the lnternet, school or local public library, research the lives and contribu-

tions of two other signers of the Declaration of Independence'

{ Using an outline map of the thirteen colonies, write in the names of each of these

signers ,rrto,rrrOing'th" ,t"* 13 states. Then draw a line from each name to the

state they came fr;m. Under each name, write a one-sentence identification'

John r Peter l4uhlenbergTrumbutt,,5,r;

i!&

J.ohn Hancock

N0T,TWORTHYJ

PATRIOTS

OF THE

', AMERICAN'.-'
'R,Ev.-oLUTI$.,

I

TW,,,.,..,,t'John,Witherspoon
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The Declaration of Independence only set up a series of aspi-
rations, or goals, for Americans. It promised a system of gov-
ernment that promoted liberty, equality, and individual rights,
and that was based on the will of the people. The U.S. Con-
stitution actually tumed these goals into a concrete system of
govefirment with a series of specific, fundamental laws.

The Constitution was not the first central government
that the colonies established after independence. The colo-
nies originally set up a very weak national association under
an agreement known as the Articles of Confederation. This
association was an experiment in government that failed. In
1786, American leaders met at Annapolis, Maryland, and
decided that a stronger govemment was needed.

They decided to meet again and invited delegates to
Philadelphia to revise the Articles. The Constitutional
Convention, meeting in Philadelphia in 1787, quickly
decided to abandon the Articles altogether and to write an
entirely new constitution.

The Articles of Confederation

The U.S. Constitution, written
by the Constitutional Convention,
established the basic structure of
our national government. It estab-
lished a government in which
power rested with the people, who
elect their own representatives.
The framers of the Constitution
sought to create a national govern-
ment strong enough to defend the
nation's interests and to promote
its general welfare. They gave the
new national government many
important powers, and made fed-
eral law supreme over state law.

The new Constitution created an elected President, a Congress with two houses, and a

Supreme Court. To ensure that this new national government was not too strong, the new
Constitution also adopted a number of important principles:

The signing of the U.S. Constitution at Independence Hall
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John Jay was a member of the Continental
Congress who favored independence. He was
absent at the time when the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was signed. Later, he helped negotiate
the peace treaty with England ending the Revolu-
tionary War. After the new Constitution was writ-
ten, it had to be ratifled, or approved, by the states
before it could be put into effect. Jay was the
author of three essays in the Federalist Papers,
which argued strongly in support of ratification.

In 1789, Washington appointed Jay as the first
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Five years
later, he was appointed as envoy to Great Britain
to resolve conflicts over certain territories. His
appointment resulted in the Jay Treaty (1795).
When he returned home, Jay found that his friends
had worked to get him elected Governor of New York. He was a popular Govetnor who
introduced many changes, such as penal reform and the abolition of slavery. He also under-
took extensive road and canal projects.

John Jay
( l74s -t 829)

Federatism. The authors of the U.S. Constitution
created a "federal repubtic." The powers of govern-

ment were divided between the national govern-
ment and the states. State governments contjnued
to enjoy control over [oca[ matters, such as educa-
tion and the passing of laws defining most crimes.

Checks and Batances. To prevent any one branch

from becoming too powerfut, the Constitution
gave each branch ways to stop or "check" the
other branches. The Supreme Court turned out to
be especialty important because it made sure that
the other branches respected the Constitution.

Separation of Powers. The authors of the U.S.

Constitution decided to divide the powers of
the federaI government among three separate
branches: the Congress, the President, and the
Supreme Court.

Amendments. The Constitution coutd be amended

to take into account important changes. This

atlowed the Constitution to adjust to changing
times and attitudes.
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The original Constitution contained few specific guarantees of individual rights. Ratiflca-
tion of the Constitution was only obtained when its supporters promised to add a Bill of
Rights to protect individual liberties. As soon as the first Congress assembled in 1789,it
began deciding which rights to include in the "Bill of Rights." A list of possible rights was
reduced to ten, which were approved by the members of Congress. They were then sent to
the states for approval. Two-thirds of the state legislatures approved these amendments by
I79I, when they came into effect.

The First Amendment actually covers five separate rights at the same time. Let's look at
each of these rights more closely.

FREEDOM OF RELIGION
The First Amendment guarantees freedom of worship.
It also prohibits Congress from establishing an official,
or'ostate" religion. This is sometimes called the separa-
tion of church and state.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
The First Amendment protects our freedom to say or
write most things in public. Americans cannot be put in
jail just for criticizing the government or for express-
ing unpopular beliefs. This does not mean, however,
that we can say whatever we want. In some circumstances, our speech can be limited.
For example, a person cannot yell "fire" in a crowded movie theater as a joke, since this
might threaten other people's lives. The Supreme Court has ruled that government can limit
speech when that speech creates a"cleat and present danger."

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
The First Amendment allows newspapers, radio, and television to write or announce what
they want without fear of punishment. This freedom is essential in a democratic society
since people need to be well-informed to vote.

THE RIGHT OF ASSEMBLY
The FirstAmendment states that Congress cannot deny individuals the right to "peacefully
assemble."
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THE RIGHT TO PETITION
Congress also cannot deny individuals the right to write to government officials to change
the law, known as the right to petition.

List the five rights in the First Amendment. Which rights in the First Amendment do
you think are the most important? Explain your reasons.

Americans recognized the important role
played by the militia in winning the Revolu-
tionary War. A militia ts a"citrzen's army," or
force made up of ordinary citizens, who take
up arrns. The Second Amendment states that
"a well-regulated militia" is "necessary to the
security of a free state." For this reason, it says
people should have the right to "bear arms"
(carry weapons). Some Americans question
whether this right is still necessary today and
whether it encourages violence. A rally in support of the Secon.d Amendment.

,l:ii,.ii:ilirf 1,.:l!',iiririrrI i;,:l;Ii;;::lt
Amendment be changed? Explain your answer. You may wish to consult the Internet
or your school library for articles expressing different viewpoints.

In the period before the American Revolution, the British government "quafiered" its sol-
diers in colonists' homes. The Third Amendment prohibits govemment from placing
troops in people's homes without their permission.

The Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments prohibit govemment officials from tak-
ing away a person's life, liberty or propefiy without following certain fair and reasonable
procedures.
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In colonial times, people protested against British
customs officers randomly entering their homes.
The Fourth Amendment was added to protect
individuals from "unreasonable" searches and
seizures by government offlcials.

If there is a reasonable expectation of privacy,
a judge must sign a "search warrant," presented
by a police officer, before the search can be con-
ducted. Our laws provide that only in exceptional
circumstances can the police make a search with-
out a warrant.

The police must follow certain procedures before
they can enter a person's home.

A citizen cannot be deprived of life, liberty, or property without "due process of law."
This means that certain legal procedures must be carried out according to established rules
before a person can be punished.

* A person cannot be tried for a serious federal crime, which could lead to imprisonment
or execution, without an indictment by a grand jury 

- a formal accusation before a
person is arrested. A grand jury is a group of citizens that meet to review if there is
enough evidence available to even hold a trial.

* No person can be subject to double jeopardy 
- being tried twice for the same crime.

* An accused person cannot be forced to
say things that will be used against him
or herself (self-incrimination). Under the
Supreme Court decision of Miranda v.

Arizona (1966), a person's confession of a
crime is not valid if he or she was not first
informed of the right to have a lawyer pres-
ent during police questioning.

* Eminent domain refers to the power of a
government over property in its territory.
Sometimes the government needs to take
over private property for public use. For
example, the government may need to build a highway or construct a school where
private homes are located. The government has the right to do so under the power of
eminent domain. According to the Fifth Amendment, "private property [shall not] be

taken for public use without just compensation." In other words, before the govern-
ment can exercise its power of eminent domain, it must provide the owner with'Just
compensation."

Persons cqnnot he made to testfu against themselves
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: ACTIN0 AS AN AMATEUR, HtSf0RtAN

Courts have usually upheld the government's right to use its power
of eminent domain to take ownership of private property against
an owner's objections. However, what happens if the govemment
takes private property and then hands it over to other private indi-

! viduals or developers for the purpose of economic development. Is

: tlti. still taking private property for "public use"? In2005, this very situa-
i tion occurred in Connecticut.

3 Th. city of New London exercised its right of eminent
domain against a group of homeowners in an area where the
city wanted private developers to build a conference center,
hotel, offices and condominiums. The homeowners, led by
Suseffe Kelo, argued that eminent domain should not exer-

. cised when the primary recipient of income would be private- developers, not the city or its citizens. When the case was
! heard before the U.S. Supreme Court, the ruling reafflrmed

! the state's right to take private properfy for use in private
development.

In Kelo v. New London, the Court held that the words in
the FifthAmendment "nor shall private property be taken for
public zse without just compensation" - crur mem private
use so long as the government expects this private use to pro-
vide some public benefit. The decision has led to a firestorm
of conffoversy, public outrage, and media denouncements.

Imagine you are writing a newspaper editorial commenting on the decision in
Kelo v. New London.Explain your view on whether the Supreme Court correctly inter-
preted the Fifth Amendment provision on eminent domain.

This amendment guarantees afair and impartial trial to all persons accused of a crime: they
must be told of the charges against them; they have the right to a trial by a jury; and they
have the right to be represented by a lawyer.

Federal courts cannot require unusually high bail. Bail is the money an accused person
pays a court as security so that he or she need not remain in jail while awaiting trial. This
amendment also bans a court from punishing someone in a cruel or unusual way.

a'(!

Ms. Kelo and her dttorney

following their appearanc e

before the Supreme Court.
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The Seventh Amendment guarantees the right to a trial by a jury in many civil disputes

- cases where one person sues another for injury or for breaking a contract.

The Ninth Amendment states that just because the Constitution lists some specific
rights, this does not mean that citizens do not also hold other rights.

The Tenth Amendment states that the federal govemment has only those powers specifi-
cally given to it in the Constitution. All other powers are reserved to the states or the people.

{ The freedoms our citizens enjoy because of the Bill of Rights are important to the
fabric of life inAmerica. Design and create a poster that showcases these freedoms.
Some websites (edu.glogster.com) can help you create interactive posters.

{ Select two amendments you just read about in this chapter. Search the Internet or
your school library for an issue that deals with each amendment. The issue may
include one settled by a case in the Supreme Court. For example, one issue often
debated is the right of citizens to carry weapons under the Second Amendment.

Amendment: Amendment:

Issue: Issue:

How was the issue resolved: How was the issue resolved:
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Complete the graphic organizer below by adding details about fhese important amendments.

Second Amendment

Third Amendment Fourth Amendment
KEY

AMENDMENTS

OF THE

BILL OF

RIGHTS

Sixth Amendment

Eighth Amendment
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At the time of the American Revolution, some writers began noticing that America was
a very different place from Europe. At that time, most of Europe was still divided into
hereditary social classes. Nobles enjoyed special privileges, while in many countries, there
were still serfs with no rights at all. Throughout most of Europe, land was owned by a few
wealthy families: there was very little free land available for people to settle or buy.

One of the first attempts to describe the new American culture was by a French immi-
grant, Hector St. John de Crevecoeur. In 1755, he moved to New France in North
America and in 1759, he moved to New York. He was very intrigued by what he found
in America. He tried to define what it meant to be an American in 1782. He was greatly
impressed by the mixing of peoples of different nationalities, the rich resources of North
America, the absence of kings and nobles demanding a share of the worker's labor, and

:i'.::'::'::::i.T::::: :.::':.'::'. :::i :i::::: :"1:::T:'i. . . . . . . . . . .

In his Letters to an American Fermer, Crevecoeur (1735-1813)
wrote about how this mixture of different peoples was being trans-
formed by the American environment to create a new American
society and culture:

"What then is the American, this new man? He is either a Euro-
pean, or the descendant of an European, hence that strange
mixture of blood, which you will find in no other country.
He is anAmerican, who, leaving behind him all his ancient
prejudices and manners, receives new ones from the new
mode of life he has embraced, the new government he
obeys, and the new rank he holds.... Here individuals
of all nations are melted into a new race of men, whose
labors and posterity will one day cause great changes in
the world.... Here the rewards of his industry follow with
equal steps the progress of his labor; his labor is founded on
the basis of nature, self-interest; can it want a stronger allurement? Wives :
and children gladly help their father to clear those abundant fields where crops :
grow to feed and clothe them all; without any part being claimed, either by a :
Iespotic prince, a rich abbot, or a mighty lord." :
According to Crevecoeur, what were the chief differences between Europeans u.tO !
Americans? :
What do you think surprised him most about Americans? :
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Forty years later, another young Frenchman came to America to observe the new Ameri-
can society.

In 1831, Alexis de Tocqueville was sent to America by
the French government to study its prisons in order to help the
French government reform its own prison system. It was at a
time when Andrew Jackson sat in the White House and reform
was in the air.

Like St. John de Crevecoeur, Tocqueville noticed thatAmer-
ica was quite different from Europe, and he tried to identify the
ways. The result was his book, Democracy in America, which
was published in 1835. His book serves as a guide to measure
how America has changed since it was written. It also allows us
to gain some perspective on what aspects of American society
have remained the same.

Tocqueville asked how it was that the American system of democracy had survived so
well, when France had undergone a series of revolutions and restorations during the same
years and was still unable to find political stability. He looked for answers in America's

::'ii:::::':"iii:".': l:::il:'li:.':T:"1:"i:::'::'i...................

Alexis de Toc'queville
(t80s -18s9)
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One of thethingsTocqueville immediatelyobserved was the absence
of a hereditary nobility and the overriding concern of Americans
with money. He also noted that closely related to the concept of
social equality was that of popular sovereignty - in America, the
common people exercised political power:

1116,

"Many important observations suggest themselves upon the social condition :
of the Anglo-Americans; but there is one that takes precedence of all the rest. :
The social condition of the Americans is democratici this was its character at .
the foundation of the colonies, and it is still strongly marked ... [G]reat equality :
existed among the immigrants who settled on the shores of New England. Even :
the germs of aristocracy were never planted in that part of the Union. . .." o

"I know of no other country where love of money has such a grip on men's
hearts or where stronger scorn is expressed for the theory of permanent equality
of property."

"I have observed that universal suffrage has been adopted in all the states
of the Union; it consequently exists in communities that occupy very different
positions in the social scale. I have had opportunities of observing its effects in
different localities and among races of men who are sffangers to each other in
their language, their religion, and their modes of life; in Louisiana as well as in
New England."

Summarize the main points that Tocqueville makes above in your own words. a
a

a
o
a
a
a
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Tocqueville also found, however, that the system of democracy did not always place the
best people in positions of leadership in government: "On my arrival in the United States,
I was surprised to find so much distinguished talent among the citizens and so little among
the heads of the government. It is a constant fact that at the present day the ablest men in
the United States are rarely placed at the head of affairs." Indeed, Tocqueville came to the
conclusion that by guaranteeing general prosperity and well-being, America did not neces-
sarily promote the cultivation of excellence, as he believed Europe did.

Historians studying Tocqueville have identified five values that he found crucial to
America's success as a constitutional republic:

EGALITARIAN ISM (EQUALITY)
Egalitarianism refers to a society of equals. In Europe, society was built around heredi-
tary distinctions separating the nobles, middle classes, and peasants. In America, there
were differences in wealth, power, and intelligence, but everyone was equal socially. The
availability of free land also promoted equality. Owning land allowed Americans to view
themselves as equal to their neighbors and further contributed to their feeling of equality.
Tocqueville believed that the primary concem of the nation should be to safeguard liberty,
since it created the conditions for Americans to become economically prosperous. Two
exceptions to this were slavery and the treatment of Native Americans, which Tocqueville
also wrote about.

PoPULTSM (PoPULAR SoVERETGNTY)
Tocqueville wrote that democratic govemmeflt, 

- "a government where the people more
or less participate in their government," 

- is closely bound up with the idea of "politi-
cal liberty." Populism refers to the participation of the common people in political life

- another distinguishing characteristic that Tocqueville found in American society in the
early nineteenth century. Since everyone in society was equal, everyone had the same right
to participate in government. The goal of such a society was peace and prosperity for all.

LIBERTY
By "liberty," Tocqueville meant protection against tyrannical government. The great dan-
ger in democratic government was the tyranny of the majority. He noted that Americans
were devoted to the rule of law, and that America's federal system helped prevent the rise
of an over-powerful government. Most important of all, American customs and manners
were devoted to the spirit of liberty. In America, Tocqueville wrote, religious faith helped
strengthen the belief in individual liberty.

IN DIVIDUALISM
In American society, the government did not direct individual activity to the same extent as

Tocqueville had seen in Europe. People inAmerica were free to flourish without hereditary
distinctions, and individuals believed they could rise in society. Individuals even organized
themselves into their own private, voluntary associations, such as charities.
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LAISSEZ-FAIRE
Because the role of government was more limited in America than Europe, people had
to rely on themselves. Government took a laissez-faire, or "hands off," approach to the
economy. Tocqueville felt that a key value of Americans was that each individual was the
best judge of his own interests. Americans should not allow govelnment to become too
protective. He feared if they relied too heavily on government, they would saddle it with a

burden it was unable to perform.

After Tocqueville's visit, the United States continued to grow in both area and population.
In the early nineteenth century, the three main sections of the country - the North, South,
and West - were affected very differently by the rise of industry. These differences even-
tually led to the great conflict known as the Civil War (1861-1865).

Southern states attempted to secede under the theory that the Union was simply a com-
pact of states. President Lincoln disagreed. After four years of bitter fighting, the North,
with its greater population and resources, was able to defeat the South.

In the period following the Civil War, a group of amendments were passed. Slavery
was abolished by the Thirteenth Amendment. Northem armies occupied the South during
Reconstruction. The Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed all citizens "due process rights"
and "equal protection" of the laws from state govemments. The Fifteenth Amendment
prohibited denying individuals their voting rights on the basis of race.

The federal government secured its supremacy over the states, the Great Plains were
opened to settlement, new railroad lines criss-crossed the nation, and the Northeast accel-
erated its industrial growth as people began to move from the countryside into cities. The

stage was now set for future American expansion and prosperity.

The notion that Americans stand together is expressed by the motto on the Great Seal

of the United States, "E Pluribus (Jnum." This motto means, 'oout of many [comes] one."
Its intent is to show that several states have joined together as one nation. First adopted by
the Continental Congress in I782, it became official in 1956. That same year, Congress

also adopted "In God We Trust" as our national motto. Found in the words of the Star
Spangled Banner it has been used on coins since 1864. "In God We Trust" is now printed
on all American money. Often challenged, the courts have ruled that its meaning is ceremo-

nial, not religious.

Choose one of Tocqueville's five characteristics, or values of American society, and
discuss whether this is still a characteristic of America today.
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*
*
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Mostty written mostty by Thomas Jefferson.
Gave reasons why the colonists were demand-
ing independence from Britain.
Listed the grievances of American co[onists
against the British King.
Argued that the purpose of government was
to protect citizens'unatienable rights to [ife,
Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Justified the overthrow of a government if
that government abused peopte's rights.

Protections of Individual Freedoms

Congress cannot estabtish a state religion.
Congress cannot stop individuats from prac-
ticing their own religion.
Congress cannot make laws limiting some-
one's freedom of speech.
Congress cannot make laws [imiting freedom
of the press.

Congress cannot make laws prohibiting peo-
ple from peacefutty assembling.
Peopte have a right to petition the govern-
ment to correct wronqs.

A Frenchman who came to the United States
to study its prison system.
Wrole Democrocy in America.
Some historians have identified five key

characteristics of American democracy that
TocquevilLe believed set Americans apart
from Europeans:
o Liberty.
. Egalitarianism (equa[ity).
o Individua[ism.
o Poputism.
c Loissez-faire.
E Pluibus Unum. "Out of many [comes] one."
Several states have united to form one nation.

Replaced the Articles of Confederation.
Estabtished a new nationa[ government.
Provided for three branches of government:
o Executive with a President.
o Legistature with a two-house Congress.
o Judiciary with a Supreme Court.
Provided a set of principles to ensure the fed-
eral government would not be too powerful:
e Federatism.
o Limited Government.
o Checks and Balances.
r Popular Sovereignty.

Other amendments in the Bitt of Rights:

{ Protections of Individual Freedoms
. Second Amendment: Gives citizens the

right to bear arms.
. Third Amendmenl No quartering of so[diers.

d Protections of the Rights of the Accused
o Fourth Amendment: No unreasonabte

searches or seizures by government.
o Fifth Amendment: estabtished a series of

"due process" protections.
. Sixth Amendment: fair and impartial trial.
. Eighth Amendment: No cruel or unusual

punishments; no excessive bajL.

*
*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

John Trumbutt, Sr. Colonial governor who
sided with the colonists against the British.
John Peter Muhtenberg. Ctergyman who
recruited soldiers to fight the British.
John Hancock. President of the Second Con-

tjnentaI Congress; signer of the Declaration.
Benjamin Rush. Father of American Medi-
cine; signer of Declaration of Independence.
John Witherspoon. Signer of the Dectaration.
President of New Jersey Cottege (Princeton).
John Jay. Hetped write Federalist Popers;

first Chief Justice of Supreme Courfi negoti-
ated a boundary treaty with England.

Charles Carro[[. Signer of the Declaration.

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
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Directions. Put a circle around the letter that best answers the question.

Which statement best summarizes the main idea behind all three amendments?

A Even persons accused of a crime enjoy certain basic rights.

B Criminal defendants must be fully prosecuted.

C Criminal acts should lead to the loss of a person's liberty.
D Accused persons are usually guilty of committing some crime.

REPU BLICAN]SMCHARLES CARROLT

OF CARROLLTON

WEAK NATIONAL

ASSOC]AIION

ARTICLES OF

CONFEDERATIONPROTECT CITIZENS'

UNAL]ENABLE RIGHTS

PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTITUTION

L]5TED REASONS WHY

COLONISTS SOUGHT

INDEPEN DENCE

. FREEDoM 0F RELIGION

. FRIEOOM 0F SPEECH

. FREED0f.4 0F PRESS

. RIGHT 0F ASSEMBLY

. RIGHT TO PETITION

NO CRUEL OR

UNUSUAL

PUNISH 14 ENTHECTOR ST. JOHN

DE CREVECOEUR O EI'4INENT DOI4AIN
. INDICTI4ENT NEEOED

. DOUBLE JEOPARDY

. NO SELF-INCR]I4INATION

FA]R AND

I14PARTIAL JURY

IN DIVIDUAL]514
LEITERS fO AN

AlvIERICAN FAR14ER
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ExRvrrur the queeLion, This queolion teste your ability to draw a
conclusion from Lhree amendmente in lhe Sill of Kiqhto.You ehould
read each excerpN carefully. Then Lhink abou| what Nhey have in com-
mon. Recntt whal you know. You ehould realize NhaN each of Nhese
amendmenle eetabliohee riqhbs for individuals accueed of a crime.
Theee riqhle VroNecX us from false accueabions or unfair Nreatmentby
qovernmenV o?ficials, Arex whatyou know. Thebeel answer ie Choice A,
All lhree of Lhese amendmenNe deal wif,h riqhbo for someone accused of
a crime,
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Now try answering some additional questions on your own.

The Bill of Rights was added to the U.S. Constitution primarily to -F provide the President with power in times of emergency
G establish fair and impartial elections
H protect individual liberties
J guarantee voting privileges to minorities

Which guarantees freedom of the press, freedom of speech, and freedom of religion to
individuals in the United States?
A the Treaty of Paris of 1783
B the Articles of Confederation
C the FirstAmendment to the U.S. Constitution
D the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Use the chart and your knowledge of social studies to answer the following question.

Which two individuals who played a role in the American Revolution are described in
the table above?
F John Trumbull, Sr. and Charles Carroll of Carrollton
G Benjamin Rush and John Witherspoon
H John Hancock and Benjamin Rush
J Alexis de Tocqueville and John Peter Muhlenberg

Which of the following was an important characteristic of American society as noted
by Alexis de Tocqueville in l83l-I832?
A federalism
B imperialism

C
D

populism
isolationism

Signed the Declaration of Independence Signed the Declaration of Independence

President of the ContinentaI Congress "Father of American Medicine"

Signature on Declaration became a symbol of
freedom in the colonies

Favored educating women and making a pub-
tic university to train pubtic servants
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6 Which has been an important limitation on the power of eminent domain found in the
Fifth Amendment?
F The reciting of prayers in public schools has been prohibited.
G There must be a"clear and present danger" before it can be exercised.
H Individuals accused of committing crimes are protected from abusive behavior by

the police.
J Governments must provide 'oreasonable compensation" when taking a person's

property.

Which of the following words are part of the Declaration of Independence
A "They are endowed by the Creator with certain unalienable

rights, that among these are the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.'

B "Al1 persons born or naturalizedin the United States are citizens of the United
States."

C "No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house, without the consent
of the owner."

D "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibit-
ing the free exercise thereof."

Which action would be protected by the First Amendment?
F A reporter publishes an article critical of city officials.
G A man on trial refuses to testify against himself.
H A woman asks to see a lawyer before answering questions from the police.
J A family refuses to permit soldiers to be housed in their home.

Use the pasgage and your knowledge of social studies to answer the following question.

"As one digs deeper into the national character of the Americans, one sees that they have
sought the value of everything in this world only in the answer to this single question:
how much money will it bring in?"

Which individual expressed the views stated in this passage?
A Benjamin Rush
B John Witherspoon
C Hector St. John de Crevecoeur
D Alexis de Tocqueville

10 In the United States, illegally obtained evidence cannot be used in a court of law
against someone. This rule is based on an individual's constitutional right to -F face accusers in open coutr
G be protected against doublejeopardy
H a speedy and pubic trial by an impartial jury
J protection against unreasonable searches and seizures
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11 Which statement describes a limitation on government action established by the Bill
of Rights?
A Congress controls interstate commerce.
B The President shares control over foreign policy with Congress.
C The Supreme Court can declare acts of Congress unconstitutional.
D Govemment officials cannot enter a home without the owner's permission or a

valid search warrant.

12 Which principle was adopted in the U.S. Constitution to ensure that no one branch of
the federal government became too powerful?

B It has helped to promote religious freedom.
C It has increased American interest in religion.
D It has fostered inequality between religious groups.

14 The "due process" clause in the Fifth Amendment and the right
Sixth Amendment were both designed to -F protect freedom ofexpression
G assure that laws are properly enacted
H ensure fair treatment for those accused of crimes
J provide for judicial review of laws

to an attorney in the

F republican government H judicial review @G popular sovereignty J checks and balances

What has been the impact of the First Amendment's separation of church and state on
the American way of life?
AIthasbroughtaboutanendtore1igiousdifferences.@

13

15

Use the passage and your knowledge of social studies to answer the following question.

"... Now, one of the most essential branches of English liberty is the freedom of one's
house. A man's house is his castle; and whilst he is quiet, he is as well guarded as a
prince in his castle ...."

- James Otis, Against the Writs of Assistance, TT6l

Which provision in the Bill of Rights shares this same belief?
A right to a fair trial
B guarantee against double jeopardy
C protection against unreasonable searches and seizures
D prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment

St. John de Crevecoeur and Alexis de Tocqueville were similar in that both
F traveled from France to America to study prison reform
G came to America during the same time period
H identified values crucial to America's success as a constitutional republic
J were highly opposed to what they discovered in America

L6

ffi
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Use the passage and your knowledge of social studies to answer the following question.

o'The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."

- United States Constitution, l}th Amendment

17 This amendment in the Bill of Rights was intended to -A give people the right to vote on important issues
B reduce the rights of citizens
C limit the powers of the federal government
D assure federal control over the states

18 Which statement describes the achievements of John Jay?
F The only colonial governor to side with colonists, who remained

in office throughout the American Revolutionary War.
G A member of the "Committee of Five" that wrote the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, and one of its original signers.
H The author of three essays in the Federalist Papers,who also served as the nation's

f,rst Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.
J A member of the French nobility who traveled to the United States in order to

study its prison system.

L9 Why did the members of the Constitutional Convention place a provision in the U.S.
Constitution that allowed it to be amended?
A Most of the members of the Convention opposed slavery.
B They feared the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court.
C They wanted to enable the Constitution to adjust to changing times.
D They needed support in state legislatures for ratification.

20 Why did Alexis de Tocqueville believe that American society was egalitanan?
F All Americans had the same wealth.
G Americans lacked a hereditary social class of nobles.
H Americans had just abolished slavery just before his visit.
J The Declaration of Independence announced that all men were created equal.

2l Whichbranchof governmentestablishedinthe originalU.S. Constitutionwas designed
to be elected directly by citizens?
A President
B Supreme Court

22 Which pair of amendments proved most helpful to the development of the Civil Rights
Movement?
F 2nd and 3rd Amendments
G Tthand8thAmendments

C House of Representatives ffiD the President's Cabinet

H 9th and 10th Amendments {ffi'}-.s
J 14th and 15th Amendments


